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Abstract
WheelFS is a wide-area distributed file system designed to help applications cope
with the challenges of sharing data over the wide-area network. A wide range of
applications can use WheelFS as a storage layer because applications can control
various trade-offs in WheelFS, such as consistency versus availability, using semantic
cues. One key feature that many applications require from any storage system is
efficient file distribution. The storage system needs to be able to serve files quickly,
even large or popular ones, and allow users and applications to quickly browse files.
Wide-area links with high latency and low throughput make achieving these goals
difficult for most distributed storage systems.
This thesis explores using prefetching, a traditional file system optimization tech-
nique, in wide-area file systems for more efficient file distribution. This thesis focuses
on Tread, a prefetcher for WheelFS. Tread includes several types of prefetching to
improve the performance of reading files and directories in WheelFS: read-ahead
prefetching, whole file prefetching, directory prefetching and a prefetching optimiza-
tion for WheelFS's built-in cooperative caching. To makes the best use of scarce
wide-area resources, Tread adaptively rate-limits prefetching and gives applications
control over what and how prefetching is done using WheelFS's semantic cues.
Experiments show that Tread can reduce the time to read a 10MB file in WheelFS
by 40% and the time to list a directory with 100 entries by more than 80%. In addition,
experiments on Planetlab show that using prefetching with cooperative caching to
distribute a 10MB file to 270 clients reduces the average latency for each client to
read the file by almost 45%.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The focus of this M.Eng. thesis is providing efficient file distribution in WheelFS,
a configurable wide-area file system. The goal is to ensure that WheelFS offers low
latency file transfers, even when files are very large or popular, and fast browsing
of directories over the wide-area network. This chapter first gives background on
WheelFS and motivation for the problem, then discusses the basic approach of our
solution and the contributions made in this thesis.
1.1 Background
Sharing data between a set of wide-area sites poses a challenge for many wide-area
distributed applications. There are several factors that make distributing data difficult
in wide-area systems:
* The clients and servers are often connected by a wide-area link with high latency
and low throughput. Any operation that requires contacting a large number
of servers or transferring a large amount of data can become a performance
bottleneck for the application.
* The limited throughput of the link between a server and a client limits the
scalability of the system. The number of clients that one server can handle
simultaneously is limited by the bandwidth of the server's bottleneck link.
* With nodes at several geographically distant locations, it becomes likely that
some number of nodes in the system will be unable to communicate with each
other at any point in time, so the application must give up either consistency or
availability [7].
All of these challenges force distributed applications to make trade-offs to operate over
the wide-area network. Different applications make these trade-offs in different ways,
so many wide-area applications require a complex, custom storage layer for sharing
data between nodes.
WheelFS [18] offers a storage solution for wide-area applications. WheelFS sim-
plifies the construction of wide-area applications by providing a basic storage layer
in the form of a distributed file system. WheelFS is general enough to be used for
different wide-area applications because it gives applications control over wide-area
trade-offs. Using semantic cues, an application can adjust the behavior of WheelFS
to suit its requirements. Applications express semantic cues as keywords embedded in
the pathname. For example, WheelFS allows applications to use cooperative caching
when the application knows that many nodes will simultaneously access the file. In
addition to cooperative caching, there are WheelFS cues for file placement, durability
and consistency.
1.2 Problem Statement
One feature that many applications require from a storage system like WheelFS is
efficient file distribution. The storage system must be able to serve files, even large or
popular ones, quickly and support efficient browsing of directories. For example, a
user maybe storing large executables for a distributed experiment in WheelFS. At the
start of the experiment, the executable needs to be efficiently distributed to a large
number of nodes in a short period of time. Another example might be a user running
is -1 on a large directory. If each file in the directory is on a different server, a large
number of wide-area servers may have to be contacted to list the directory.
A naive design cannot easily cope with the problem of efficient file distribution
over the wide-area network. For example, the basic design of most cluster file systems
does not work efficiently in the wide-area environment [22]. A cluster file system
would not offer good performance in either of the two scenarios above. In the first
scenario, the servers' bottleneck links would quickly become saturated and the latency
would increase linearly as the number of clients increases. In the second scenario, the
user would have to wait while the NFS client sends one request to a server over the
wide-area network for each item in the directory.
1.3 Proposed Solution
We provide efficient file distribution in WheelFS by adapting prefetching, an optimiza-
tion technique from traditional file systems, to a wide-area file system. Prefetching is
a predictive technique used by many traditional file systems to improve performance
when reading files from disk. The file system preemptively fetches data not yet
requested by the application and caches it, so the data will be immediately available
if the application requests it later. Prefetching works well for traditional on-disk
file systems because the disk seek for fetching a piece of data dominates the cost of
reading [17]. Prefetching data located consecutively after the requested data on disk
adds little additional cost to the original disk seek made for the request and studies
have show that most file reads are sequential [2]. This technique of prefetching data
located after the requested data is known as read-ahead.
Prefetching can provide many performance benefits for a wide-area file system.
Prefetching can hide the latency of wide-area file transfers by fetching data asyn-
chronously from servers while the application is busy. Because the latency of the
link between the client and the server is high, synchronously sending small requests
does not use all of the available bandwidth. With prefetching, WheelFS can make
better use of limited wide-area bandwidth by allowing several requests to be in-flight
between clients and servers. Prefetching can improve the performance of cooperative
caching by allowing WheelFS clients to fetch blocks in a more randomized order to
avoid synchronization with other clients.
This thesis presents Tread, a prefetcher for WheelFS. Tread uses prefetching in
several ways to provide efficient file distribution in WheelFS. Like traditional file
systems, Tread uses read-ahead to predictively prefetch file data. Using WheelFS's
semantic cues, Tread gives applications control over whole file prefetching, where Tread
starts a prefetch of the entire file when it is first read. To improve the performance of
listing directories, Tread prefetches file and directory attributes, so requests to many
servers can be made in parallel. Applications can also control directory prefetching
with a semantic cue. WheelFS uses cooperative caching to serve popular files efficiently.
As an optimization for when the application uses cooperative caching and prefetching
together, Tread randomizes the order in which it prefetches the pieces of the file to
avoid synchronization between clients and maximize the amount of data fetched from
other clients rather than from the servers.
Traditional file system prefetching must be adapted for a wide-area file system
because the data in a wide-area file system resides on a server connected by a wide-area
link rather than on a disk connected by a bus. Aggressive prefetching in a wide-area file
system can place additional load on the servers, preventing it from serving actual read
requests quickly. More importantly for wide-area file systems, predictive prefetching
can waste valuable wide-area bandwidth if the application does not end up using the
prefetched data.
We tackle these wide-area challenges by rate-limiting prefetch requests and using
semantic cues to give applications control over more aggressive prefetching. In
order to ensure that WheelFS servers are not overloaded by prefetching requests, all
prefetching is controlled by an adaptive rate-limiting algorithm that controls the rate
at which prefetch requests are issued. To minimize wasted bandwidth, WheelFS uses
conservative predictive prefetching by default and allows applications to request more
aggressive prefetching, such as whole file prefetching, with semantic cues.
1.4 Contributions
The primary contribution of this thesis is Tread, the prefetcher in WheelFS. Tread
includes a mechanism for prefetching data and several prefetching policies. More
specifically, the contributions are:
* Adaptive prefetch rate-limiting. Tread adjusts the rate at which prefetch
requests are issued to make good use of the bandwidth between clients and
servers without overloading the server's resources with prefetch requests. The
rate-limiting algorithm is adaptive and is not controlled by the application.
* Read-ahead prefetching. Tread can do read-ahead prefetching similarly to
traditional disk-based file systems. WheelFS always uses read-ahead prefetching;
the application does need to enable read-ahead with semantic cues. In the case
of read-ahead prefetching, Tread must balance the amount of prefetching with
bandwidth usage because it is not clear ahead of time if the prefetched data
will be useful to the application. To evaluate the effectiveness of read-ahead, we
compared the latency of file transfers with and without read-ahead prefetching.
* Whole file prefetching. With whole file prefetching, Tread starts prefetching
the entire file when the application first reads the file. Whole file prefetching is
more expensive than read-ahead prefetching, so WheelFS provides a semantic
cue to give applications control over whole file prefetching. When an application
knows that it will be using the entire file, the application can request whole file
prefetching by accessing the file with the .WholeFile cue. The .WholeFile
cue informs Tread that prefetching will be valuable to the application, so Tread
strives to minimize latency rather than balancing prefetching and bandwidth
usage. We evaluate the effectiveness of .WholeFile cue in comparison to no
prefetching at all and WheelFS's default read-ahead prefetching.
* Directory prefetching. Tread prefetches file and directory attributes for
improving the performance of listing directories. The application can request
directory prefetching by using the .WholeFile cue to read the directory. We
compare the performance of directory prefetching with no prefetching to evaluate
the benefit of directory prefetching.
Cooperative caching with prefetching. WheelFS can use cooperative
caching on a per-request basis when the file is accessed with the .Hotspot
cue. When the .Hotspot cue is used with prefetching, Tread prefetches the file
from other clients and reads the file in random order to avoid synchronization
with other clients. We performed a performance evaluation with the several
hundred clients simultaneously reading a file using cooperative caching, with
and without prefetching.
1.5 Outline
The remainder of this thesis discusses the design, implementation and evaluation of
Tread. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the design of WheelFS as background to the
discussion in the following chapters. Chapter 3 discusses the design of the prefetching
mechanism and the various prefetching policies used in Tread. Chapter 4 describes
the implementation of the prefetching mechanism and policies. Chapter 5 gives a
performance evaluation for each of the optimizations. Chapter 6 reviews the related
work and Chapter 7 concludes.
Chapter 2
WheelFS
This chapter describes the design of WheelFS to provide context for the rest of this
thesis. We first give an overview of WheelFS's system model and default behavior,
then explain the basic parts of WheelFS that support the default behavior and finally,
review some of WheelFS's semantic cues. The WheelFS paper [18] provides the full
details about the design of WheelFS.
2.1 WheelFS Overview
WheelFS is designed to run on nodes at geographically diverse sites. A WheelFS
deployment consists of WheelFS servers that are responsible for storing data and
WheelFS clients that access stored data on behalf of applications. Applications running
on one node can share a WheelFS client or run separate WheelFS clients. The servers
and clients may be separate sets of nodes or a single host can run both a WheelFS
client and a WheelFS server. In addition, a small set of nodes at multiple sites run a
separate configuration service that is responsible for tracking WheelFS servers and
which files each server stores. Figure 2-1 shows what an example deployment might
look like. We expect the nodes to be managed by a single administrative entity or
several cooperating entities. WheelFS handles the occasional failure of nodes, but we
do not expect Byzantine failures.
WheelFS clients contact WheelFS servers to access and modify files and directories.
Distributed Application
WheelFS Clients
ZConfig.
Service
Internet
WheelFS Servers
Figure 2-1: WheelFS system model. A WheelFS deployment con-
sists of servers and clients scattered over the wide-area. In addition, nodes
at several sites run the configuration service. Each node in the distributed
application runs a WheelFS client to access data stored on the WheelFS
servers.
Each WheelFS client keeps a local cache of directory and file contents. WheelFS
clients can serve data to other clients out of their caches, enabling cooperative caching.
Each file and directory has a primary server that stores the latest version of the file.
WheelFS clients use the configuration service to find the primary server for a file or
directory. A client may have to contact multiple WheelFS servers to access a file or
directory because each directory in the file's pathname may have a different primary
server. Likewise, a client may have to contact several servers to list a directory because
each entry in the directory may have a different primary server.
2.1.1 Default file system semantics
WheelFS presents a POSIX file system interface with a hierarchical organization of
directories and files. All clients in a deployment see the same files and directories
in the mounted WheelFS file system. By default, WheelFS provides close-to-open
consistency. If one client writes to a file and then closes the file, any client that opens
the file afterwards will see the changes. WheelFS also provides UNIX-like access
controls for files and directories. We assume that no nodes in the system misbehave,
so clients and servers are trusted to enforce these user access controls.
2.2 WheelFS Design
This section discusses some of the basic implementation details, such as how files are
stored and accessed, that are relevant to the rest of this thesis.
2.2.1 Data placement
WheelFS servers store file and directory objects. Each object is named by a unique
object ID. File objects consist of meta-data and opaque file data. Directories consist
of meta-data and name-to-object-ID mappings that make up the directory. The ID
space is divided into slices. Each slice is assigned to one primary server, which is
responsible for storing the latest version of all of the files and directories in the slice.
WheelFS has a write-local data placement policy, meaning WheelFS will try to
use a local server as the primary server of a new file by default. If each node runs
both a WheelFS client and WheelFS server, then the local host can be used as the
primary. Otherwise, WheelFS will choose a nearby WheelFS server as the primary.
2.2.2 File access
WheelFS uses FUSE to present a mountable file system to the application. FUSE
translates file system operations from the operating system into user-level calls in the
WheelFS client. When an application calls read() on a file, the operating system
breaks the read request into one or more read operations on the file system. FUSE
turns those operations into read operations in WheelFS.
The WheelFS client handles the read operation for the application by fetching file
and directories from the WheelFS servers. The client fetches file data from the servers
in blocks and one primary server is responsible for all of the blocks of a file. The
WheelFS client always makes requests on behalf of a user, generally the user running
the application. The WheelFS client and WheelFS server use the user ID associated
with the file request to enforce access controls. Every WheelFS file is versioned; the
version number incremented with each update to the file.
I------------------------------------------ -------Appli ation CS WheelFS Client * WheelF Server
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read(fid,0,4096) I I
Client Server
Node ead fd,10 24 ,204Node Z48 Node
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eaddd,4096,8192 I
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Figure 2-2: Sequence of function calls that occur for a file read
in WheelFS. In this example, the operating system is reading in 1KB
blocks and WheelFS uses 4KB blocks (in reality, Linux generally uses 4KB
blocks and WheelFS uses 64KB blocks). The application reads 5KB from
the file, which the operating system turns into five 1KB reads on the file
system. The WheelFS client only needs to request two 4KB blocks from
the server, but the WheelFS client cannot make these two requests to the
server in parallel because the operating system synchronously requests
each 1 KB chunk of the file.
Figure 2-2 gives an example of what a file read looks like in WheelFS without any
prefetching. Notice that even though the application is performing one large read,
WheelFS actually sees many small read calls. Likewise, when an application calls is
or readdir() on a directory, the WheelFS client receives several requests from the
operating system. Figure 2-3 shows the sequence of function calls that occur when a
user lists a directory.
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Figure 2-3: Sequence of calls made when a user performs a is
-1. In this example, a user is listing a directory with two files. The
operating system makes one readdir request to get the list of files in the
directory and then requests the meta-data for each file in the directory.
For each request from the operating system, the WheelFS client must
send one request to the server over the wide-area network. The operating
system makes each request synchronously, so the WheelFS client also
must make each request to the server synchronously.
2.2.3 Cooperative caching
WheelFS clients have the ability to serve file data from their caches, enabling coopera-
tive caching. To read a file using cooperative caching, the WheelFS client first contacts
the primary WheelFS server to get a list of other clients that have the file. Then the
WheelFS client chooses a few nearby peers from the list and requests blocks of the
file from the selected peers. Cooperative caching increases the latency for fetching
files because the WheelFS client must make a request to the WheelFS server and
then make requests for the block to several other clients. But cooperative caching
can reduce the overall latency for all clients, especially if many clients are making
simultaneous requests for the file to one WheelFS server. Because cooperative caching
presents a trade-off between lower latency for one client and lower average latency for
all clients, cooperative caching is controlled by a semantic cue, which we will discuss
in the following section.
2.3 Semantic Cues
Applications can change many of WheelFS's default behaviors using semantic cues.
In order to preserve the POSIX file system interface for compatibility, applications
specify cues in the pathname. Cues can be added to the pathname for any file system
operation to change file system behavior. Cues could also be implemented in other
various ways, such as a configuration file, but embedding cues in the pathname allows
the most reuse of existing applications.
Cues are one of two types: persistent or transient. Persistent cues must be used
in the creation of the file and apply to the file permanently. Transient cues are used
when accessing the file and only apply to the current operation. Multiple cues can be
used together; the cues are separated by slashes in the pathname like directories.
WheelFS clients parse cues using two rules:
1. A cue applies recursively to all files and directories that follow the cue in the
pathname.
2. Cues placed later in the pathname override previous cues in the pathname.
Table 2.1 lists some of the cues currently available in WheelFS.
Table 2.1: List of semantic cues currently available in WheelFS
Cue Behavior
.EventualConsistency Relax open-close consistency
.MaxTime=T Upper-bound time spent looking for a file to T ms
.Site=X Store data with a node at X
.KeepTogether Store all files in a directory on as few nodes as possible
.RepSites= NRs Store replicas across NRS different sites
.RepLevel=NRL Keep NRL replicas of the data object
.SyncLevel=NsL Return from update as soon as NSL servers have accepted
the update
.Hotspot Use cooperative caching
As an example of how WheelFS's cues can be used, we look at how to build a
simple distributed web cache, similar to content distribution networks, using Apache
caching proxies and WheelFS. With WheelFS cues, it is easy to turn an application
designed to run on a single host into a distributed application. The only modification
needed is changing the Apache caching proxy's configuration file to store cached files
in the folder show below:
/wf s/. EventualConsistency/. MaxTime=1000/. Hotspot/cache/
/wfs is where the WheelFS file system is usually mounted. By storing cached data in
WheelFS, the Apache proxies running at different sites can share data and become a
distributed web cache. The .EventualConsistency cue relaxes the requirement that
all accesses must go through the primary, so that clients can use stale cached data or
data from backup servers. We use the .EventualConsistency cue because files are
mostly static and performance is more important for a cache than consistency. The
.MaxTime cue bounds the amount of time that WheelFS should spend looking for
the file before returning an error and allowing the Apache proxy to go to the origin
server. The web cache needs the .MaxTime cue to bound the amount of time spent
looking for a cached copy because the cache can always go to the origin server. Finally,
we use the .Hotspot cue for cooperative caching.
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Chapter 3
Prefetching Design
This chapter discusses the design of Tread. Tread uses several types of prefetching
(i.e., read-ahead prefetching, whole file prefetching, etc.) to achieve different perfor-
mance goals. Tread uses one common prefetching mechanism for actually fetching data
from the servers, which supports all of the different types of prefetching. Therefore, we
divide the design into two parts: (1) the common prefetch mechanism that performs
the actual prefetching and (2) the various prefetching policies that regulate how
prefetching happens.
First, Section 3.1 gives an overview of the performance goals for Tread and the
ways in which Tread uses prefetching to achieve those goals. Section 3.2 explains the
design of the prefetching mechanism and Section 3.3 discusses the different prefetching
policies.
3.1 Overview
Tread offers several performance benefits for WheelFS. In particular, there are five
performance goals we would like to accomplish with Tread:
1. Reduce the latency for reading a file from a server. We would like to
reduce the latency for reading a file both when the application knows what it
will be reading ahead of time and when the application does not know.
2. Reduce the latency for listing a directory from the servers. We would
like to reduce the time it takes to list a directory, especially when directories are
large.
3. Use available bandwidth for prefetching. We want to make full use of the
available bandwidth on the bottleneck link between the client and the server,
while ensuring that prefetching does not take so much bandwidth that it slows
down application requests.
4. Do not overload the servers with prefetch requests. We want to ensure
that server does not get overwhelmed with more prefetch requests than it can
handle. The WheelFS servers serve all requests in order, so prefetch requests
can delay requests from applications.
5. Improve the performance of cooperative caching. We would like to lower
the average latency of fetching a file for all clients by increasing the sharing
between WheelFS clients when the application uses cooperative caching with
prefetching.
Tread uses several different prefetching policies to realize these performance goals.
Tread has a single prefetch mechanism to prefetch data, but uses polices to decide
what data to prefetch and how to prefetch the data. By default, Tread uses two
conservative prefetching policies:
* Rate-limited prefetching. Tread uses an adaptive algorithm to limit the
number of requests in-flight between the client and the server at a time. The
adaptive algorithm minimizes the number of prefetch requests pending at the
server, while ensuring there are enough in-flight requests to use all available
bandwidth.
* Read-ahead prefetching. After an application reads part of a file, Tread
predictively prefetches some data located after the requested portion of the file
in hopes that the application will continue linearly reading the file. Read-ahead
prefetching reduces the latency of file reads when the application is reading
linearly.
Tread also has several prefetching policies that are controlled by the application
with semantic cues:
* Whole file prefetching. When an application first reads some part of a file
with the .WholeFile cue in the pathname, Tread will prefetch the rest of the
file. Whole file prefetching reduces the latency of file reads when the application
knows that it will be using the whole file.
* Directory prefetching. When an application reads a directory with the
.WholeFile cue in the pathname, Tread will prefetch meta-data for all of the
entries in the directory. Directory prefetching reduces the latency of listing a
directory.
* Cooperative caching with prefetching. When an application uses coopera-
tive caching with prefetching, Tread will randomize the order in which blocks
are prefetched. Randomizing the prefetch ordering maximizes the amount of
sharing between clients because each client will have different blocks cached.
Each prefetching policy dictates some aspect of the behavior of the prefetching
mechanism. Read-ahead, whole file and directory prefetching all dictate what the
prefetching mechanism requests. The rate-limiting algorithm controls the rate at
which the prefetching mechanism sends requests, while the cooperative caching policy
controls the order of prefetch requests. Section 3.3 talks more about the design of
these prefetch policies.
3.2 Prefetching Mechanism
This section explains Tread's prefetching mechanism that supports the different types
of prefetching and performs the actual prefetching of data. Sections 3.3 describes how
Tread uses the prefetching mechanism for the different types of prefetching.
3.2.1 Design overview
Tread uses the same mechanism to prefetch both file contents and directory contents.
The prefetching mechanism prefetches file data in blocks like normal read operations.
The prefetching mechanism has a pool of prefetch threads to asynchronously prefetch
data. Requests for file data and file meta-data are placed in separate file and directory
prefetch queues. A prefetch thread processes each request in first-in, first-out order
with directory requests served first. For each request, the prefetch thread will send a
request for the block or meta-data to the WheelFS servers and then store the result in
the client's local cache for later use. The number of prefetch requests in-flight between
the client and the server is limited by a prefetch request window, so Tread can control
the rate of prefetch requests. Figure 3-1 gives an overview of the different parts of the
prefetching mechanism and how they interact.
------------------------ ----( Application ,
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Figure 3-1: Overview of the Tread prefetching mechanism. The
prefetching mechanism prefetches both file data and file meta-data. Tread
requests prefetching by placing a request in a prefetch queue. The prefetch-
ing mechanism keeps two queues: one for data and another for meta-data.
The prefetching mechanism performs prefetching asynchronously in the
background using prefetch threads. The prefetching mechanism keeps a
pool of prefetch threads to handle prefetch requests. For each request,
the prefetch thread sends a request to the WheelFS server and stores the
returned value in the cache for the WheelFS client to use later.
3.2.2 Handling prefetch requests
The prefetching mechanism stores information for each file data and meta-data request
in a request table. File data requests are stored on a per-block basis and meta-data
requests are stored on a per-file basis. Each request is identified by a unique request
tag that includes the file ID, a flag indicating whether it is a data or meta-data request,
and if it is a data request, the block number. This tag is used to look up request
information in the request table and inserted into the file and directory request queues.
When the request is picked up by a prefetch thread, the prefetch thread uses
the request tag to find the request information in the request table. The request
information includes everything the prefetch thread needs to make a block or meta-
data request to the WheelFS server. The information includes the WheelFS file ID,
the user ID of the application requesting the prefetching and the WheelFS file version
number. For a data request, the prefetch thread synchronously sends a read request
for the block to the WheelFS server and places the returned block into the local cache.
For a meta-data request, the prefetch thread sends a read request for the meta-data
and stores returned meta-data in the local cache.
3.2.3 Avoiding duplicate requests
If the WheelFS client gets a request from the application for a file's meta-data or a
file block that is in the prefetch queue or currently being prefetched, we would like to
avoid making a duplicate request to the WheelFS server. In order to avoid duplicate
requests, Tread uses the request table to track pending requests. In addition, Tread
keeps information on which request each thread is working on, so the WheelFS client
will know if it needs to wait for a thread to finish processing a prefetch request.
Before the WheelFS client makes a request to the server on behalf of an application,
the client first checks with Tread's prefetch mechanism to see if the block or meta-data
has been requested for prefetching. If not, the WheelFS client fetches the block or
meta-data from the WheelFS server. If a prefetch request for the block or meta-data
is currently pending, Tread removes the request from the request queue and allows
the WheelFS client to perform the request. If a prefetch thread is working on the
request, the WheelFS client waits for the thread to finish.
3.2.4 Limiting the request rate
Tread modulates the prefetch rate to ensure that requests are not being sent faster
than the servers can handle, but all of the available bandwidth between the client
and servers is being used. In order to allow Tread to modulate the request rate, the
prefetch mechanism limits the number of in-flight requests to the prefetch request
window. Inherently, the rate for prefetch requests is limited to the size of the thread
pool because requests to the server are always synchronous, so each prefetch thread
can only send one request at a time. The prefetch mechanism further limits the
number of in-flight requests to the prefetch request window, so Tread can adaptively
adjust the prefetch rate, as discussed in the next section.
3.3 Prefetching Policies
This section discusses the design of the different prefetching policies in WheelFS.
3.3.1 Rate-limited prefetching
Rate-limited prefetching only applies to file prefetching. Tread does not rate-limit
directory prefetching because directory requests are small. Tread starts with a base
request window size of 1 and adjusts the window size adaptively. The goal is to send
prefetch requests fast enough to make use of available bandwidth, but not so fast that
prefetch requests overwhelm the server or slow down other traffic on the link. Tread
rate-limits all file prefetching by default; applications cannot turn off or control the
rate-limiting with a semantic cue.
The high-level goal of the adaptive algorithm is to maximize the throughput of
prefetching while keeping the latency of each block request within some acceptable
bounds. The rate-limiting algorithm is similar to the window scaling used by TCP [9].
But unlike in TCP, the prefetch mechanism does not see lost packets, so instead, the
prefetching mechanism uses latency for determining when to scale back the window
size.
Tread times the latency for each block request sent to the server. Tread tracks the
performance of each prefetch window size by keeping the average latency of a block
request for each window size. Tread does not track average latency on a per server
basis, but overall for all servers. Using one average works well if the client is talking
to one server at a time or if the bottleneck link is between the client and all servers.
We chose this approach because WheelFS clients are usually used by one application,
so in general will be prefetching files from only one server at a time.
Using average latency, Tread calculates the average throughput for each window
size by dividing the window size by the average latency. Measuring throughput as well
as latency is important because often a rise in average latency per block request does
not correspond with a drop in throughput if the prefetch window size has increased.
Therefore, Tread must measure the average throughput per window size in order to
maximize throughput overall.
Starting with a window size of 1, Tread increases the window size by 1 each time
a request returns until the latency of the current window size is more than 20%
more than average latency of the base window size of 1. If the latency increases,
but the throughput increased as well, Tread decreases the window size by one. This
case indicates that the server has started queuing pending requests and can no
longer serve prefetch requests as quickly as they come, but the client is still getting
good throughput for prefetch requests. If the latency increases and the throughput
decreases, Tread halves the prefetch window size. This case indicates that the amount
of available bandwidth has changed or the server has become so severely overloaded
that congestion collapse is happening, so Tread backs off aggressively. Algorithm 1
gives the psuedocode for the adaptive rate-limiting algorithm.
Since the adaptive algorithm is based solely on latency, the algorithm cannot
perfectly predict what the optimal prefetch window size should be. The algorithm is
constantly adjusting the window size, but the window size generally averages close
to the optimal value. Because the prefetch algorithm cannot keep the window size
constantly optimal, Tread does not always provide optimal performance for prefetching.
Section 5.2 gives an evaluation of the performance of the adaptive rate-limiting in
Tread.
Algorithm 1 Psuedocode for adaptive-rate limiting algorithm The adaptive
algorithm chooses the next window size based on the throughput of the current window
size and latency. The algorithm compares the latency for the current window size to
the base latency, which is the average latency for a window size of 1, and compares
the throughput against the average throughput for next smallest window size.
if latency < 1.2 - baselatency then
if winsize/latency > avgthroughput[winsize - 1] then
winsize - winsize + 1
else
winsize -- winsize - 1
end if
else
if winsize/latency > avgthroughput[winsize - 1] then
winsize -- winsize - 1
else
winsize +- winsize/2
end if
end if
3.3.2 Read-ahead prefetching
Like other file systems, WheelFS uses sequential file read-ahead. When the application
reads some number of blocks, Tread will prefetch the same number of consecutive
blocks from the file. For example, if an application reads the first two blocks from a
file, Tread will prefetch the third and fourth blocks.
There is already some read-ahead inherent in the design of WheelFS because file
data is always fetched in 64KB blocks. So even if the application only reads the first
byte of a block, WheelFS will fetch the entire block. But read-ahead prefetching
adjusts the amount of prefetched data based on the amount of data already requested
by the application, rather than only in 64KB chunks.
Doubling the number of blocks was chosen as a simple metric for predicting how
much data to prefetch. More complicated predictive algorithms have been explored
for prefetching [11, 8], but doubling the number of blocks achieves good performance
for linear file access, as we will show in the evaluation section. A doubling policy
is simple, but still uses how much the application has read to choose how much to
prefetch and is conservative enough to use by default for WheelFS.
Read-ahead is simple to implement with the prefetching mechanism described in
the previous section. For each read operation, the WheelFS client will fetch some
number of blocks to satisfy the application's read request. After the WheelFS client
fetches the requested blocks, Tread places the same number of consecutive blocks
into the prefetch queue. The prefetch threads will handle the prefetching request
from there; fetching the blocks and placing the blocks into the cache. Figure 3-2
gives an example of what happens in WheelFS during a normal read with read-ahead
prefetching.
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Figure 3-2: Example of read-ahead file prefetching. The dottedlines represent requests to the server made by the prefetch threads. The
read proceeds just as without prefetching, but after the first block is
requested, the second block of the file is prefetched. Now when the
application needs the second block, the WheelFS client can serve the
block out of the cache without making the application wait while it makes
a request to the server.
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a request to the server.
3.3.3 Whole file prefetching
Applications can use the .WholeFile cue to tell WheelFS that it will be using an
entire file or directory, causing Tread to start whole file prefetching when the file is first
read. With whole file prefetching, the entire file is queued for prefetching immediately
because WheelFS knows that the application will be using the prefetched data. Unlike
read-ahead prefetching, whole file prefetching is not predictive, but is controlled by
the application.
When an application calls read() on a file with the .WholeFile cue in the
pathname, the WheelFS client first handles the read request normally by fetching
blocks from the WheelFS server. After the client has finished the application's read
request, it tells Tread to puts all other blocks in the file into the prefetch queue and
the prefetch mechanism starts working on the requests. The WheelFS client sends the
application's requests to the server first to ensure that the WheelFS server handles
those requests before prefetching requests.
3.3.4 Directory prefetching
When an application calls readdir() on a directory with the .WholeFile cue in the
pathname, Tread places a directory prefetch request. The client first synchronously
performs the readdir operation in the normal way. After the WheelFS client gets the
list of directory entries from the readdir request to the server, the client gives the list
to Tread and Tread places a meta-data request for each entry into the prefetching
queue. The prefetching mechanism handles the actual prefetching as described in
Section 3.2. Figure 3-3 gives an example detailing the function calls that occur when
an application reads a directory and prefetches meta-data.
3.3.5 Cooperative caching with prefetching
When the application combines cooperative caching with prefetching, Tread randomizes
the order in which blocks are prefetched. This randomization minimizes the chance
that clients become synchronized as they linearly read the file and simultaneously
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Figure 3-3: Example of directory prefetching. As without prefetch-
ing, the WheelFS client makes a readdir request to the server to fetch
the contents of the directory. As soon as the readdir returns from the
server, Tread starts prefetching meta-data for the files in the directory.
Now, each getattr request from the operating system can be served from
cache and does not require a request to the WheelFS server.
request the same block at the same time. In this way, randomization further reduces
the load on the WheelFS server. Randomizing block requests would not be possible
without prefetching because the operating system always requests blocks in a linear
order, so WheelFS must fetch blocks in a linear order as well.
Randomizing the order in which blocks are prefetched is simple using the prefetching
mechanism. When Tread places blocks into the prefetch queue, Tread first checks to
see if the application is using the .Hotspot cue. If so, Tread randomizes the order
of the blocks that need to be fetched before placing them into the queue. Since the
prefetch threads serve requests from the queue in a first-in, first-out order, the prefetch
threads will always request the blocks in the order in which they were placed into the
queue.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
This chapter describes the implementation details of the prefetching mechanism and
various prefetching policies in Tread. WheelFS and all of Tread is implemented in
C++. Overall, the prefetching mechanism consist of around 600 lines of code and the
prefetching polices are implemented in around 400 lines. Like the rest of WheelFS,
Tread uses the pthread library for threading and the C++ Standard Template Library
for various data structures.
4.1 Prefetching Mechanism
The prefetching mechanism in Tread is responsible for fetching requested data. The
implementation must also track the state of each prefetch request in case the WheelFS
client receives a request from the application for that block or meta-data. The
prefetching mechanism uses several data structures to track prefetch requests. Each
request consists of request information and a request tag that identifies the request
as described in Section 3.2. The request table implemented as a hash table that
keeps the mapping between request tags and request information. The requests in the
request table represent every prefetching request that is either waiting to be served
or is currently being served. Each thread has a thread ID. The prefetch mechanism
tracks the thread ID of the prefetch thread, if any, that is working on the request. The
number of prefetch threads allowed to serve requests at once is kept at the prefetch
window size by a semaphore.
If the WheelFS client receives a request from the application that requires some
block or meta-data that has been scheduled for prefetching, it is important that Tread
can easily distinguish the state of the prefetch request. If a prefetch thread is working
on the request, Tread needs to be able to tell the WheelFS client which thread to
wait on. If the request is still queued, Tread needs to dequeue the request and let the
WheelFS client make the request.
Prefetch requests go through 3 states: pending, working and complete. Tread
can distinguish which state the request is in by checking the request table, request
information and the WheelFS client cache. When the request is pending, the request is
in the prefetch table and there is no thread ID associated with the request because no
prefetch threads has claimed it yet. When a prefetch thread is working on the request,
the request is still in the request table, and the request information contains the thread
ID of the thread that is processing the request. When request has been completed,
the request will no longer be in the request table, but the block or meta-data will be
in the client cache.
Once Tread dequeues a prefetch request, the request table no longer tracks the
request. Although Tread tracks the request that each prefetch thread is working on,
we decided not to track what requests the WheelFS client threads are working on.
Therefore, there is one case where two duplicate requests could be sent to the WheelFS
server. If Tread dequeues a prefetch request for one WheelFS client thread, another
client thread could make a new prefetch request for the same block or meta-data. If
the new prefetch request is immediately picked up by a prefetching thread before the
first WheelFS client thread finishes fetching the block or meta-data, the prefetching
thread will make a duplicate request to the WheelFS server. This case could be
handled by tracking requests made by the WheelFS client threads as well, but we
chose not to because it does not result in incorrect behavior, only a slight performance
loss.
4.2 Prefetching Policies
The implementations of the prefetch policies are relatively simple. Other than the
adaptive rate-limiting algorithm, the prefetch policies deal with which blocks to place
in the prefetch queue and the order in which the blocks are placed. Therefore, the
implementations of read-ahead, whole file and directory prefetching simply consist
of calculating the block or meta-data requests to place in the prefetch queue. For
read-ahead prefetching, the number of blocks placed in the queue is the same as the
number of blocks that have already been fetched in the file. For whole file prefetching,
we find the size of the file and place all of the blocks into the prefetch queue. For
directory prefetching, Tread uses the list of the contents of the directory that it got
from the WheelFS client.
When prefetching is used with cooperative caching, Tread places the prefetch
requests for each block into the queue in a random order. First, Tread makes a list of
all of the blocks that need to be prefetched. For example, with whole file prefetching,
this list would include all of the blocks in the file that are not already in the client
cache. Next, Tread randomly shuffles the list of blocks using the Knuth shuffle [4].
Finally, Tread places the blocks into the prefetch queue in the shuffled order. The
queue maintains the shuffled order because the prefetch threads handle requests from
the queue in first-in, first-out order.
The adaptive rate-limiting policy is different from the others because it controls
the rate at which prefetch requests are sent rather than deciding what to prefetch. The
adaptive algorithm is based on the average latency of prefetch requests to the WheelFS
server, so the implementation mainly consists of collecting the latency measurement.
The window size will generally change while the request is in-flight, so Tread estimates
the window size by taking an average of the window size when the request starts and
finishes. The prefetch thread measures each request and adds the measurement to a
weighted average for the estimated window size. The adaptive rate-limiting algorithm
uses the weighted average and latency measurement to decide whether to increase or
decrease the prefetch window size.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
We use several experiments to evaluate the performance of Tread. We use two platforms
for these tests: Emulab [21] and Planetlab [3]. Emulab is a network emulation testbed
that emulates different network topologies. Using Emulab, we can emulate a wide-area
deployment of WheelFS by using links with low bandwidth and high latency. We also
emulate various different bandwidths to test our adaptive rate-control mechanism.
Planetlab is a wide-area testbed with almost 1000 nodes running around the world.
Nodes in Planetlab are connected by the wide-area Internet, so the Planetlab testbed
is very realistic for testing WheelFS. We use Emulab primarily for benchmarking
various aspects of Tread and used the large number of nodes in Planetlab to test
Tread's cooperative caching optimization.
Our experiments are designed to test whether Tread's prefetching policies achieve
the goals listed in Section 3.1. Briefly, the goals are:
1. Reduce the latency for reading a file from a server.
2. Reduce the latency for listing a directory from the servers.
3. Use available bandwidth for prefetching.
4. Do not overload the servers with prefetch requests.
5. Improve the performance of cooperative caching.
Section 5.1.1 covers latency and throughput micro-benchmarks, comparing read-
ahead prefetching, whole file prefetching and no prefetching. The latency micro-
benchmarks show that prefetching does reduce the latency of reading files from the
WheelFS servers. In addition, the latency micro-benchmarks evaluate the effectiveness
of the sequential read-ahead algorithm by comparing read-ahead prefetching with whole
file prefetching. The throughput micro-benchmark shows that WheelFS makes better
use of available bandwidth with prefetching. Section 5.2.2 evaluates the effectiveness
of Tread's adaptive rate-limiting mechanism for prefetching. We measure the average
window size used by the adaptive algorithm with different bandwidths to show that
the algorithm adjusts well. Section 5.3 gives a performance evaluation of cooperative
caching and prefetching, showing that cooperative caching performs better when it is
used with prefetching.
5.1 Prefetching Micro-benchmarks
We use several micro-benchmarks to test the effectiveness of prefetching. We use
Emulab to emulate WheelFS clients and WheelFS servers connected by a wide-area
link. The round-trip time between the server and the clients is 100 ms and the
bandwidth of the link is 6 Mbps. For testing purposes, we do not use the rate-limiting
algorithm or read-ahead prefetching by default. The number of in-flight requests is
indicated for each test and read-ahead prefetching and whole file prefetching are only
used where noted.
5.1.1 Latency experiments
The primary goal of prefetching is to improve the performance of file distribution by
reducing the latency of reading a file from WheelFS. To test the improvement offered
by prefetching, we measure the time to read files of differing sizes with and without
prefetching. We tested both read-ahead and whole file prefetching. We used one node
to write and serve files and four other nodes as clients to read the file. Each client
reads the entire file in turn, so the server does not have to serve simultaneous requests.
For prefetching, we limit the number of in-flight requests to 10. We chose 10
requests because it is large enough to ensure that there are enough requests in-flight
to make use of all of the bandwidth. A rough rule of thumb for network connections is
to use a window that is twice the size of the bandwidth delay product [19], which in
the case of this experiment is 75KB. Each block request in WheelFS is at least 64KB.
So, as long as the clients keep more than 1.2 requests in-flight, they will be sending a
sufficient number of requests to use available bandwidth. Since there is only one client
reading at a time, 10 requests in-flight will not overwhelm the network or the server.
We expect the time needed to read a file to be less with prefetching than without.
We know that without prefetching the time to fetch a file will grow linearly as the size
of the file increases because the WheelFS client makes a synchronous request to the
server for each block in the file. We expect the time to read a file with prefetching will
grow linearly as well, but remain lower than without prefetching. In this experiment,
clients are reading the file linearly, so we expect read-ahead prefetching to perform
similarly to whole file prefetching. Figure 5-1 gives the average read times for each
file.
From our end-to-end latency measurement, it is clear that prefetching offers better
performance. The time to read a file with prefetching remains lower than the time
to read a file without prefetching as the size of the file grows. The time to read a
file with prefetching still grows linearly, but at a slower rate. This linear growth is
expected even in the optimal case because the speed of file transfers is limited by
the bandwidth of the link between the server and the client. Both read-ahead and
whole file prefetching average between 4 and 4.5Mbps of throughput and reading
without prefetching averages about 2Mbps of throughput. We explore throughput
more throughly in the next section.
This experiment also shows that read-ahead prefetching and whole file prefetching
offer similar performance when the file is being linearly read. This result shows that,
although Tread's read-ahead algorithm is fairly simple, it performs well for linear file
reads.
We also measure the time to read a directory using directory prefetching and
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Figure 5-1: Time to read a file without prefetching, with read-
ahead prefetching and with whole file prefetching. The time to
read a file without prefetching increases linearly as the size of the file
increases. The timed needed to read a file with prefetching rises linearly
as well, but at a slower rate. In this experiment, read-ahead prefetching
and whole file prefetching perform similarly because the entire file is being
read linearly.
compare that against the time to read a directory without prefetching. One node
creates the directory and the files in the directory and acts as the server for the
experiment. Another 4 nodes act as clients and each client performs a is -1 on the
directory in turn. The number of in-flight requests to the server was not limited.
Again, our goal is to show that prefetching directories offers better performance.
To list a directory, the operating system makes one request for each file in the directory,
so we expect the time to read the directory to grow linearly with the number of files
in the directory. Without prefetching, the WheelFS client must make a synchronous
request to the WheelFS server for each request from the operating system, so the
latency is expected to increase quickly with the size of the directory. With prefetching,
the performance should be significantly better. Figure 5-2 gives the average time for
reading each directory.
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Figure 5-2: Time to read a directory with and without prefetch-
ing. The time needed to list a directory rises sharply as the size of thedirectory increases. Listing a directory with prefetching performs better,
especially as the directories get larger.
Our experiments clearly show the performance gain from prefetching directories.
The latency for listing a directory without prefetching increases quickly as the size of
the directory increases. With prefetching, the WheelFS client can make many small
requests in parallel, so the time to list a directory grows very slowly as the number of
files increase.
5.1.2 Throughput experiments
We test the throughput of WheelFS for reading files with and without prefetching to
show that WheelFS does not make good use of available bandwidth without prefetching.
We measure the throughput of WheelFS when prefetching with different prefetch
window sizes to show that WheelFS makes better use of bandwidth with particular
window sizes. For comparison, we also test the throughput of the TCP connection
using ttcp.
The setup for this experiment is the same as the latency experiments, with one node
acting as the server and another 4 nodes as clients. We measure the throughput for
reading a 10MB file without prefetching and with whole file prefetching. Read-ahead
prefetching performs similarly to whole file prefetching, as we showed in the last
experiment. For prefetching, we adjust the number of requests in-flight to the server
between 1 and 50. For ttcp test, we transmit a 10MB file from the client node to the
server node.
The goal of these experiments is to show that prefetching makes better use of
available bandwidth than reading a file without prefetching. Without prefetching, the
WheelFS client must send one block request at a time to the WheelFS server. We
expect WheelFS to use about 2.8Mbps when sending requests synchronously. The
total time for a block request to make it to the server and back is 100 milliseconds
and the time to actually transmit 64KB of data on a 6Mbps link is 85 milliseconds.
Therefore, the WheelFS client receives 64KB of data every 185 milliseconds when
sending requests synchronously, giving the client an average throughput of 2.8Mbps.
We hope to show that prefetching can make better use of the available bandwidth
by making several requests for file blocks in parallel. Figure 5-3 shows the average
throughput for each prefetch window size.
Our experiment shows that, without prefetching, WheelFS uses about 2Mbps.
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Figure 5-3: Throughput with read-ahead and whole file
prefetching based on the prefetch window size. Without prefetch-
ing, the throughput achieved for file reads depends on the size of each
request since only one request is made at a time. WheelFS can take
advantage of prefetching by making many requests in parallel to use all of
the bandwidth available. The optimal window size appears to be around
3 requests. There is a slight drop in performance after 10 requests because
the WheelFS server has a hard-coded limit of 10 concurrent requests, so
the server begins to drop requests.
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This result indicates that there is some overhead to sending requests in WheelFS.
With prefetching, we get a higher throughput, but do not match the bandwidth of the
link. Once the number of requests in-flight increases to 2 or 3 requests at a time, the
throughput increases to about 5Mbps, using about 80% of the available bandwidth.
But the average throughput of the TCP connection measured by ttcp is 5.5Mbps. So
although Tread uses at most 80% of the total bandwidth, it can use up to 90% of the
TCP connection.
The throughput drops slightly after the window size become greater than 10
because the WheelFS server can only handle 10 requests at a time, so when the
window size is greater than 10, the WheelFS server begins to drop requests from the
client. This limit is a hard-coded to keep the WheelFS server from running too many
concurrent threads. When requests start getting dropped, performance suffers because
the client must retransmit.
5.2 Request Rate Limiting
We evaluate two aspects of our adaptive rate control mechanism for prefetching. First,
we show that our rate control mechanism does not hurt prefetching performance.
Next, we show that the average prefetch window size used by our adaptive mechanism
adjusts well to different bandwidths.
5.2.1 Latency experiments
We measure the latency of whole file prefetching with and without rate control for files
of different sizes to test how Tread's rate-limiting algorithm affects performance. The
setup is exactly like the latency experiments presented in Section 5.1.1. One server
writes the file and four clients read the file in turn. The round-trip time between the
clients and the server is set at 100ms and the bandwidth between the clients and the
server is 6Mbps. For the test without the rate control mechanism, the prefetch window
size is set to 3 in-flight requests at a time. From the experiment in Section 5.1.2, we
know that having 3 requests in-flight between the server and the client make good use
of the available bandwidth.
We expect the performance of rate-limited prefetching to be slightly worse because
the adaptive algorithm causes the window size fluctuate somewhere around the ideal
window size, whereas we set the window size to the ideal size for the other test based
on our throughput experiments. Figure 5-4 shows the difference in latency between
rate-limited prefetching and unlimited prefetching. The experiment shows that rate-
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Figure 5-4: Time to read a file with rate-limited prefetching
and prefetching with an ideal window size. Prefetching with the
ideal window size peforms better than adaptive rate-limited prefetching
because the adaptive algorithm is conservative in choosing the prefetch
window size. The rate-limiting algorithm averaged 3 requests in-flight,
which uses the available bandwidth most of the time, but does not give
the best performance.
limited prefetching does not perform as well as prefetching with an ideal window
size, but can achieve some percentage of the performance. The adaptive rate-limiting
algorithm averages a window size of about 3 over the course of the experiment. While
this average is the same as the window size used in the non-adaptive test, the window
size used by the adaptive algorithm fluctuates, so its performance will not match
prefetching with an ideal window size.
5.2.2 Bandwidth experiments
Using Emulab, we measure the average prefetch window size chosen by our adaptive
algorithm for different bandwidths. We use one WheelFS server and one WheelFS
client. We adjust the bandwidth of the link connecting the server and the client and
measure the average window size used while the client reads a 10MB file from the
server with whole file prefetching. The round-trip time remains at 100ms and the
bandwidth varies from 10Mbps to 100Mbps.
We expect the average window size to grow linearly as the bandwidth increases.
The window size should adjust to the increase in bandwidth by linearly increasing.
Figure 5-5 shows the change in the average window size as the bandwidth increases.
From the experiment, we see that the average window size does increase as the
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Figure 5-5: Average prefetch window size chosen by the adap-
tive rate-limiting algorithm for varying bandwidths. The aver-
age window size chosen by the adaptive algorithm increases linearly as
the available bandwidth increases, showing that the adaptive algorithm
adjusts the prefetch window size accordingly to make use of available
bandwidth.
bandwidth increases but at a slow rate of about 1 request per 30Mbps of bandwidth.
This slow increase is because Tread's adaptive algorithm is conservative in increasing
the window size. Tread will only increase the window size if it does not lead to a
significant increase in the latency of block requests to the server. The goal is not to
maximize throughput, but maximize throughput while keeping the latency of block
requests low. We chose this policy because if prefetching begins to increases the
latency of block requests at the servers, prefetching will start to hurt the performance
of application requests. So while Tread may be able to get better throughput with
a bigger window size, Tread always chooses to keep the latency of block requests
low, rather than increase throughput, to ensure that prefetching is not affecting
applications.
5.3 Cooperative Caching
To test the benefit of prefetching with cooperative caching, we run a wide-area
experiment with a large number of Planetlab nodes simultaneously reading a file. We
use one server located at MIT and about 270 Planetlab nodes as clients. We measure
the latency for each client to read a 10MB file with no prefetching and with whole file
prefetching. All clients use cooperative caching and call read () on the entire file at
once. We chose to test no prefetching and whole file prefetching because whole file
prefetching is easy to control with the semantic cue and, as shown in Section 5.1.1,
read-ahead prefetching performs similarly to whole file prefetching when clients are
reading whole files. For applications that sequentially read entire files, the default
performance of WheelFS with cooperative caching turned on should be close to the
performance of cooperative caching with whole file prefetching.
We hope to find that clients finish faster on average using prefetching with cooper-
ative caching. With prefetching, clients prefetch the file in random order rather than
reading the file linearly, which should increase the opportunities for sharing and reduce
the number of blocks that nodes have to wait to fetch from the server. In addition,
using prefetching allows clients to download from multiple peers at once. Figure 5-6
gives a CDF of latencies for cooperative caching with and without prefetching.
The cooperative caching experiment shows that clients finish fetching files faster
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Figure 5-6: Full and zoomed view of CDF of latencies for nodes
simultaneously reading a file using cooperative caching with and
without prefetching. The experiment shows that nodes are finished
reading the file faster when using prefetching with cooperative caching.
The average latency for reading the file 68 seconds without prefetching
and 38 seconds with prefetching. This result shows that there is an
advantage to randomizing the prefetching order and making requests to
several clients at once.
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with whole file prefetching. The average latency for cooperative caching without
prefetching is 68 seconds, while the average latency with prefetching is 38 seconds.
Without prefetching, half of the nodes finished in 39 seconds, but with prefetching, half
of the nodes were done in 18 seconds. There are always stragglers with cooperative
caching, but the stragglers finish faster when prefetching is used. Without prefetching,
99% of reads finish within 435 seconds and 100% of reads finish in 1167 seconds.
With prefetching, 99% of reads finish within 248 seconds and 100% of reads finish in
819 seconds. The results of this experiment show that prefetching with cooperative
caching reduces the average time for each node to read the file as well as the overall
time needed to distribute the file to all of the nodes.
For a comparison of WheelFS and BitTorrent, refer to the WheelFS paper [18].
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Chapter 6
Related Work
The optimizations used in Tread to improve wide-area file system performance take
inspiration from many previous systems. This chapter covers the related work for
each of Tread's different prefetching policies.
6.1 Prefetching in File Systems
Prefetching is used widely in traditional on-disk file systems. Shriver, et al. [17] sum
up the benefits of prefetching for file systems succinctly:
* There is a fixed cost for performing a disk I/O, so fetching more data at a time
amortizes the overhead of reading from disk.
* Modern disks often have a disk cache and perform prefetching themselves anyway.
* With more requests, the disk controller can do a better job of ordering requests
to minimize seek time.
* If the application performs substantial computation, prefetching allows the file
system to overlap computation and I/O.
The bulk of the previous work on file system prefetching focuses on determining
what to prefetch. Many on-disk file systems in use today use sequential read-ahead as
a simple adaptive prefetching technique because it is a simple mechanism and literally
reading ahead on the disk is cheap, if not free. Tread applies read-ahead to WheelFS
in the context of a distributed file system where the underlying storage layer is not
a local disk, but a remote one. There are more sophisticated schemes for predictive
prefetching that take into account the usage patterns of the application using hidden
Markov models or neural nets or other predictive algorithms [12, 13, 10, 11]. These
systems use an algorithm to predict the applications future file accesses based on past
file accesses.
Another technique, called informed prefetching, uses hints from the applica-
tion [15, 16] to decide what data to prefetch, with the assumption that better file
system performance can be achieved with information from the application. Informed
prefetching meshes well WheelFS's semantic cues. Tread applies informed prefetching
to both file and directory prefetching by allowing applications to control these two
types of prefetching with semantic cues.
Some of the same prefetching techniques have been applied to cluster file systems.
Ceph [20] aggresively prefetches meta-data for better performance and Scotch [6] uses
informed prefetching to mask the latency of network and disk. GFS [5] does not
perform predictive prefetching, but highlights the use of larger block sizes as a sort of
static read-ahead to achieve better throughput.
6.2 Cooperative Caching
The technique of randomizing the prefetch order of blocks when using cooperative
caching is inspired by other file distribution services that use cooperative caching. In
particular, Shark[l] is a distributed file system that uses cooperative caching with
random ordering for fetching file chunks.
The goal of Shark is the same as the goal of cooperative caching in WheelFS: to
improve distributed file system performance for simultaneous file downloads. Shark
recognizes the advantage of using a distributed file system that can be transparently
mounted as a local drive. Shark still uses a centralized server but reduces the load at
that server for reads by having clients fetch blocks from each other. Shark also allows
users to be mutually distrustful and still share data.
A Shark client performs a read by first asking the server for a token for the whole
file and each block in the file. The tokens are a cryptographic hash of the data; the
tokens serve both as permission for the reader to access a particular file and as a way
for the reader to check the integrity of the chunk it gets from a proxy.
Shark's evaluation showed that Shark performs better when clients randomize the
order in which they fetch file chunks. The authors found that without randomization,
the fastest clients all fetched from the server and the rest of the clients fetched
from the fastest clients. This phenomena may have been due to Shark's inter-proxy
negotiation mechanism, but even without the negotiation mechanism, it is logical that
synchronization occurs when clients all fetch the file in the same order.
6.3 Adaptive Rate Control
Transfer rate control is ubiquitous in the wide-area network. The Transport Control
Protocol (TCP) includes one of the best known and most widely used dynamic rate
scaling algorithms [19]. TCP is a protocol for reliable delivery of a stream of bytes
across a network connection. TCP uses flow control to ensure that the sender is not
sending too fast for the receiver to process and congestion control to ensure that the
network does not experience congestion collapse.
Tread's rate-limiting algorithm tries to achieve some of the same goals. Since
WheelFS is already using TCP, clients do not have to worry about reliably sending
requests to the servers. But Tread still needs to control the flow of requests to the
servers, so clients know that they are not sending requests faster than the servers
can handle. Tread also need to avoid congestion at the server due to prefetching, so
application requests can get processed quickly. Unlike TCP, our adaptive algorithm
does not receive feedback from the sender, so we must use other metrics for determining
how to adjust the flow of prefetch requests.
Coblitz [14] is wide-area large file distribution service that performs its own rate
control for block requests. Coblitz is a content distribution network (CDN). CDNs
use a large number of nodes spread over the wide-area as a cooperative cache for web
content. When users request a file cached in the CDN, a cache node serves the file
instead of the origin server. CDNs reduce the load on the origin server further by
having cache nodes use cooperative caching to share data with each other. CDNs
generally serve large numbers of small files, so they are not well suited to serving large
files. Coblitz solves this problem by splitting large files into separate smaller files.
When a Coblitz node fetches these smaller files from other nodes, it dynamically scales
the number of file requests it sends out at a time. The algorithm adapts by increasing
the window size every time a small file request finishes faster than the average and
decreasing the window size when a file request to another node fails.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis presented Tread, a prefetcher for the WheelFS distributed file system.
Thread shows that prefetching can be applied effectively in different ways to improve
the performance of a wide-area file system. Thread uses prefetching to reduce the
latency of reading a file, increase the throughput of file transfers and improve sharing
for cooperative caching. Thread includes two prefetching policies used by WheelFS by
default: read-ahead prefetching and rate-limited prefetching. Thread also includes
three prefetching policies that are controlled by the applications: whole file prefetching,
directory prefetching and randomized prefetching with cooperative caching.
7.1 Future Work
There are two optimizations that we would like to explore for Thread and WheelFS in
the future. The evaluation of Thread showed the importance of having several in-flight
requests between the clients and servers for performance. Currently, the WheelFS
clients do not send requests in parallel to the WheelFS server, so requests made by the
application may require several synchronous requests to the servers. In the future, we
want to explore adding parallelism to the WheelFS clients to improve the performance
of reading without prefetching. In order to take advantage of added parallelism in
the WheelFS client, we would have to prevent the operating system from breaking up
application requests before sending them to WheelFS. This work would also include
exploring adaptive rate controls for the WheelFS client and the interaction of the
client's rate-limiting algorithm with Tread.
The second optimization is an improvement on Tread's adaptive rate-limiting
algorithm. Currently, the RPC layer hides some information that would be useful to
Tread's adaptive algorithm. For example, when the WheelFS server is overloaded, it
will drop requests. The RPC system takes care of automatically retrying, so Tread
does not see anything other than increased latency. In the future, we may want to
adapt the RPC layer to provide more information, so Tread can make more better
decisions about the rate at which to send prefetching requests. This information could
either be given to the server to be sent back to the client or delivered directly to
the client. The RPC layer could inform the client when requests to the server fail
or inform the server of number of requests being currently processed. With more
information, the adaptive algorithm could be improved to scale better for different
bandwidth constraints.
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